Abstract-In multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radar, independent waveforms are transmitted from different antennas, and the target parameters are estimated via the linearly independent echoes from different targets. Several adaptive approaches are directly applied to target angle and target amplitude estimation, including Capon, APES (amplitude and phase estimation). The CCA (canonical correlation analysis) approach is first proposed to estimate target locations which has high peak amplitudes, then a gradient-based algorithm is presented to improve the target angle estimation accuracy based on CCA approach without spectrum peak searching. With an initial angle, the angle sequence is iteratively updated with adaptive steps and converges to local peaks which indicate the target locations. Simulations show that the target angle accuracy is improved, and the common DOA (direction-of-arrive) problem is avoided.
I. INTRODUCTION
The multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) radar works with multiple antennas to achieve high-resolution spatial spectrum estimation and to resist the target's scintillations (see [1, 2, 3] and the references).
With multiple targets application of the MIMO radar system, linearly independent waveforms are transmitted simultaneously from different antennas, these waveforms are linearly combined at the targets with different phase factors. The reflected signals from targets are received with different antennas, which are independent of each other. Several well-known adaptive approaches which have sharp peaks and high resolution, are applied to estimate the target locations and target amplitudes, including Capon [4, 5] (also known as minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) [6] ), APES (amplitude and phase estimation) algorithms [7] and CAPES (combined Capon and APES) [8] .
The canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [9] and the Capon spectral estimators are proved to belong to the nonparametric matched-filterbank (MAFI) class [10, 11] , and applied into magnitude squared coherence (MSC) [12, 13] spectral estimation. Similar with the application of the Capon approach in MIMO radar, we apply the CCA approach to multiple target locations and target amplitudes estimation from the echo waveforms, and higher target amplitudes are achieved.
Under the MAFI theory [10] , the spatial spectrum is estimated on a predefined angle grids and following with local spectral peak search, and suffered with the common direction of arrival (DOA) mismatch [3, 12] problems in beamforming applications.
To avoid the common DOA problem and improve the estimation accuracy, a scalar cost function is developed based on the denominators of the CCA spatial spectrum, and the local minimum of the cost function indicates the target location. A gradient-based adaptive-step algorithm (will be referred as SITER algorithm) is presented. With an initial angle, an angle sequence is iteratively updated and converges to local minimum point. High accuracy and high peak amplitude are achieved.
For multiple target parameter estimation, the cost function has several local minimum points. An angle selection strategy is developed where the initial angles are iteratively selected and the needless duplications are avoided. The strategy is applied with SITER algorithm and the algorithm (will be referred as AITER algorithm) to find all the local minimum points is developed.
The SITER and AITER algorithm also can be applied to adaptive DOA estimation. The estimated target angles are applied as the initial angles iteratively to obtain new target locations. The DOA angles are estimated with high accuracy, and the computations are saved.
II. PROBLEM DEFINATION
A MIMO radar system simultaneously transmits N linearly independent waveforms The received data matrix of the receiving array is
where each column of matrix 1 2 X=
C is the steering vector of the receiving antenna array, ( ) μ θ denotes the complex amplitude of the reflected signals from the target at angle θ , matrix Z denotes the noise matrix.
Then the target parameter estimation problem is to estimate the complex amplitude ( )
where superscript * denotes the conjugate transpose, and
C. The CCA Approach Under the MAFI theory, the typical matched-filters are formulated in a unified form [12] , the CCA spectral estimator [9] are obtained with the optimal problem
The solution is obtained by solving (9) :
The estimate of complex amplitude ( )
D. The Capon and CCA Spatial Spectrum
The corresponding spatial spectrum of angle θ is estimated by the output power 
( )
where d denotes the space between adjacent antennas and λ denotes the wavelength of the waveforms.
A. Gradient-based Updating Formula
Based on the denominator of CCA spatial spectrum (13), a scalar cost function in unified form is defined as
then the spectral peaks of (13) are equal to search the local minimum points of (16), which indicates the target locations. Then a gradient-based updating formula is presented to search the local minimum point of (16)
where θ m denotes the estimated DOA angle at the mth iteration, γ m is the adaptive step and 
B. Gradient Function
The gradient function of vector ( )
where ( ) is monotonous increasing and converges to the ith local minimum angle θ i , the other angles with the same local minimum are skipped. Combining the initial angle selection strategy and the SITER algorithm, the AITER algorithm is developed.
B. Adaptive DOA Estimation
In practice, the received data matrix at time instant n is denoted as X( )=[x( ),x( 1), ,x(
The inverse matrix -1 R ( ) n is calculated with the matrix inversion lemma and reformulated as below
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
A MIMO radar system with uniform linear arrays is applied to estimate the targets DOA and the reflected complex amplitudes, where half-wavelength spacing condition
is both satisfied for N=10 transmitting antennas and M=14 receiving antennas.
A. DOA Estimation with CCA Method
Targets locate at { 40.2 , 25.4 , 10.3 ,10.2 ,20.5 } − − − , the reflection parameter ( ) μ θ are {4,2,3,3,1} respectively. The received signal has L=256 snapshots and is corrupted by a zero-mean Gaussian noise with unknown covariance matrix and signal to noise ratio (SNR) is equal to 10dB.
The complex amplitudes estimated with Capon, APES, CCA algorithms on evenly predefined angle grids with an interval 0.5 are shown in Fig.1 and the results with angle interval 0.1 are shown in Fig.2 . Then DOA angle are estimated by local peak search, the details of peaks are listed in Table 3 and Table 4 respectively. In Fig. 1 , the Capon and APES approached have higher resolution but lower peaks, and suffered with the common DOA problem, while the CCA approach has lower resolution but sharp peaks in complex amplitude estimations, the target DOA angles are estimated by the peak angles.
In Fig.2 , the angle grids have a narrow interval 0.1, the peaks of APES and Capon are improved significantly, while computations are increased at the same time. The CCA approach is suitable on angle grid with fewer angles, and the corresponding computations are saved.
B. DOA Estimation with Iterative Algorithms
To avoid the common DOA mismatch problem, the DOA angles are estimated with the proposed iterative algorithms. The complex amplitudes of CCA and Capon approaches are shown in Fig.3(c)(d) . In Fig.3 (a) the DOA angles are estimated directly with the AITER algorithm, while in Fig.3(b) the peak angles of CCA approach in Fig.3(c) are used as the initial angles of the SITER algorithm to achieve higher peaks. The details are listed in Table 5 , higher estimation accuracy and higher complex amplitudes are obtained. In Fig.3 (b) , the DOA angles are estimated with the SITER algorithm, the initial angles is chosen to be the CCA peaks angles. The peak properties are the same between AITER and CCA-SITER algorithms. If the target number is unknown, the AITER algorithm is suitable for target location estimation.
In Fig. 4 , the mean squared error (MSE) of the DOA angles of the targets are defined as 
C. Adaptive DOA Estimation
A target is moving across the far-field of the MIMO radar system, the initial location parameters of the target include the angle 40.24 θ = and the reflection parameter ( ) 4 μ θ = . The DOA angle ( ) θ n of the moving target is varying about the time instant n as (28) ( ) 40.24 0.02 1,2, ,20
The received signal has L=16 snapshots and is corrupted by a zero-mean Gaussian noise with unknown covariance matrix and different SNR. The SITER algorithm is applied to recursively estimate the DOA angles of the moving target, where the estimated angles of time instant n-1 are used as the initial angles of time instant n , and the sampled variance matrix and the inversion matrix are calculated with (26)(27), the results are shown in Fig.5 .
In Fig. 5 , high estimation accuracy is achieved when SNR is large, the SITER algorithm can be easily applied in adaptive signal processing with a high accuracy and low complexity. In future, the SITER and AITER algorithms will be compared with other methods about the estimation accuracy and the computation complexity.
V. CONCLUSION
Based on MAFI theory, several nonparametric spectrum estimation methods are used for target location and target amplitude estimation. To avoid the common DOA problem and to improve the estimation accuracy, the CCA approach is proposed to DOA angle estimation, higher peaks are achieved, but the resolution is low, and the DOA angle estimates are biased.
A gradient-based algorithm is presented to search a single local minimum, which indicates the target location. With a iteratively selected initial angle, the update angle sequence converges to the local minimum point of the cost function. An initial angle selection strategy is developed in AITER algorithm, and applied to estimate the DOA angles. The SITER algorithm is easily applied to adaptive DOA estimation and computations are saved. The results with the SITER and AITER algorithm show perfect performance of high accuracy.
